The purpose of this paper is to develop a method for evaluation of certain elementary functions on a digital computer by the use of 1 continued fractions.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of using continued fraction representations for generating a solution to a limited class of quadratics was first introduced by Robertson 
[�].
Consider the finite continued fraction with k partial num¥erators Pi and k partial denomiDators 'l:1 = 1, 2, .•• , k, whose value is �, i. e., ( 
1.1)
"+ l1t �. The digit set for Pi and � for the purposes of this paper is (1/2,1); it Will be stated later that the continued fraction :: assume all values in the limit, over the interval
The range defined in (1.3) includes the range of normalized floating point binary fractional parts, [1/2,1] . This property indicates that a sujtable continued fraction representation exists, such that conversion to conventional binary can be achieved by repetitive use of two binary adders followe d bY a division to determine the quotient �.
The main reason for selecting Pi' �E{l, 1/2 } ,i:l, 2, in parallel,
is that the four multiplicative operations required for each iteration in (1.2) ar� , reduced to It shif't" Bll d It addu operations. These operations will be called "ahortll operations throughout this paper, majnly because the time required to perform these operations is shorter than the time required to perfo:rm "lOllS " operations, e. g., Multipl1catian, D1 vision.
fhe purpose of this paper is to deve10p aJ.gori thm s for fast evaluation ot certain elementary !\mctions b� using "Short" operations in several resisters simultaneousq. In order to be able to do so we make 1188 ot cansistent fUnct:lans.
'theae fUnct10DB will be defined a.t the end of section 2.
Seleotion rules tor p aDd q in eaCh iteration is an important step fOr the development of the algori� Selection rules were extensively studied by Trivedi [l,.J, were a complete set ot such rules were developed tor the quadratic equation.
BILINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE RICC ATI EQUATION.
In this section we develop a special c ase of the an�sis
The general continued fraction �ill be regarded as a sequence of bilinear transformations of the fbrm:
(2.1)
where the functions A and B satisfy the recursion
with the initial values
For the purposes of this paper Pi" qi" i = 1, 2" •• • " will be selected from the digit set (1/2" 1) so that the recursion (2.4) can be performed by using only Itshort" . operations. Yk+l
and the recursion that follows is 'it+l
We note that all the operations· involved in (2.7) require only "short1l operations, since both Pk and qk are simple binary constants ...
Lemma 1:
Proof:
We use �the recursion (2.7) and get The following lemma will be stated without a proof.
Let the k th approximation to the solution of (3.1) be 9
Then for the digit set 1\.' q k E (l , 1/2) we have in the l:i.mit
Using the result of the Lemma it can be seen that the consistency o� the procedure can be achieved in each step if
B,y imposing condition (3.5) we need only one set of selection rules for J k and�,
Note that for a binary computer with floating point arithmetic we only need a range between 1/!1 and 1 because of normalization.
Also note that for xl outside our range a simple mapping can be used. , when b -4ac < o.
The above solutions can be used no w for the continued fraction expansion of the inverse functions which appear explicitly in the solution.
We start with the case
We note that - where � is a constant of integration.
The solution is therefore
Except for the first part of the solution which is a linear transformation, we see the consistency of the method, because if a set of 'selection rules are developed for tgx it can be used for each step and therefore evaluation of this function will be possible.
Another important function which can be included is eX.
We have yf = y , 6. Again we note that if a set of selection rules can be developed for eX then it is possible to carry the process for each step and therefore to find the continued fraction expansion for the exponential function. 
